
Griffith joins Freedom Middle School’s 
staff as new Dean of Students

Mr. Jeff  Griffith took over the 
position as Dean of  Students on 
April 6, as the previous one, Mr. 
John Capehart, is now the Freedom 
Elementary School principal.  

The Dean of  Students is in 
charge of  student discipline, to 
put it simply. They work with the 
counselor closely to help students 
with social emotional issues and 
provide extra academic support to 
students to need it. Social emotional 
support can affect students’ 
academics and behaviors, so teachers 
focus more on what can be done in 
the classroom to support it and how 
everyone can work together as a 
grade level. 

The previous staff  members 
that had taken up the position as 
dean of  students have all since 
become principals of  either the 
middle or elementary school. Mr. 
Ryan Smith became the middle 
school principal five years ago, after 
spending a year and a half  as Dean 
of  Students, and another year and a 
half  as assistant principal in the high 
school. Mrs. Emily Mather, another 

previous Dean of  Students, was the 
elementary principal until Capehart 
took over the position in February.

Though the position has evolved 
slightly over the years, it still is 
focused around the same goals. 
Both Griffith and Smith said they 
took the position to help prepare 
themselves for the responsibility 
of  becoming a principal. When 
asked if  the position prepared him 
to be a principal, Smith said, “Yes, 
the position is a nice segway into 
administration, gets you proactively 
working with students, parents, and 

staff  members. It is a great step in 
becoming a principal.”

For the past seven years, Griffith 
has been teaching a history class 
at the high school. He also was a 
special education teacher for two 
years, and worked in Ohio before 
coming to Freedom. After serving 
on a committee with Dr. Jeff  Fuller, 
prior Freedom Area School District 
superintendent, he thought about 
taking on a different role and is 
currently finishing up his last class to 
become a principal. 
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Mr. Griffith sits working in his new office on April 26. 
Photo by Sara Meyer
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Mohrbacher steps in for Matsook

 After 25 plus years of  service, 
Mr. Gene Matsook, middle school 
gym teacher, will be retiring from 
Freedom at the end of  this school 
year. 

“Whether it was on the track and 
field or an assembly in the gym, Mr. 
Matsook was always there dancing 
and singing with the kids,” Mr. Ryan 
Smith, Freedom Middle School 
principal, said. 

Matsook is sure to be missed by 
all of  the teachers and students that 
knew him personally and spent any 
amount of  time with Matsook. Mr. 
John Mohrbacher has stepped up to 
a long term substitute position and 
plans on closing out the year as the 
gym and health teacher. 

“Mr. Matsook was an amazing 
teacher - my goal isn’t to fill his 
shoes, but provide opportunities for 

students to have fun and an outlet 
for positive mental health,” said 
Mohrbacher. Mohrbacher started 
out the year as a long-term substitute 
for Mrs. Gaertner, elementary school 
gym teacher, but when Matsook 
decided to retire, he stepped up and 
took the position. 

“Since filling in for Mr. Matsook 
I’ve had some fun health days where 

we watched kids wrecking on swing 
sets or wiping out on water slides, 
to work on our mental health.  I 
really believe laughter is good 
medicine when it comes to dealing 
with this difficult school year,” 
stated Mohrbacher. There is a lot 
to love about being a gym teacher. 
Mohbacher definitely makes his job 
fun at all times! 

“What I love most is that I get 
to be a part of  students having the 
opportunity to get rid of  stress 
and just play, run, and move,” said 
Mohbacher. He certainly is trying 
to make physical education fun for 
everybody and so far he’s doing a 
pretty great job. 

“This year has been tough 
for everyone but we have to keep 
finding ways to move, laugh, and 
encourage!” exclaimed Mohbacher.

Although it’s been a difficult 
year, Mohrbacher is doing his best to 
make physical education as fun and 
as interesting as possible.

brySon deal 
Grade 7

SoCial MEdia Editor

Mr. John Mohrbacher takes over for Mr. 
Gene Matsook in Health and P.E. for the 
remainder of  the school year.
Photo by brySon deal 

Denkovich wins Young Journalist Award

Christopher Denkovich, Bulldog 
Barker Editor- in- Chief, received 
the 2021 Aspiring Young Journalist 
Award from the Journalism 
Education Association (JEA) on 
Thursday, April 8. He received 
this award for skilled and creative 
use of  writing, inquiring mind and 
investigative persistence, courageous 
and responsible handling of  issues, 

variety of  journalistic experiences, 
and sustained and commendable 
work with school media. 

He has always been there to help 
new members of  the Bulldog Barker 
staff  and he has lots of  experience. 
In Christopher’s recommendation 
letter, Mrs. Sara Miller, journalism 
adviser, wrote, “He gives relevant 
insight to class discussions, 
helping move the lesson forward. 
Christopher leads by example and 
has effectively taken over the staff  

discussion when I’ve asked him to.”
 Christopher went through a 

long application process to have a 
chance for the title Aspiring Young 
Journalist of  the year. 

“I felt confused. I looked on the 
website and saw my name. I thought 
it was because I was on my account. 
When I found out I won I was in 
disbelief,” Denkovich said. 

Two of  the runners up were 
Nahshon Cooper, of  John Hopkins 

CaMeron StuMPf 
Grade 5
WritEr
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Middle School  and Olivia Savage, 
of  Ramay Junior High School. 

Christopher said his favorite part 
of  being a member of  the Bulldog 
Barker is getting to learn about and 
use the First Amendment. 

Some advice he would give to 
new writers is to try your best. The 
Bulldog Baker staff  is very happy 
that Christopher won.
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Ging’s classes release insects into the 
courtyard to control pests

Ms. Ging’s class began to care 
for some praying mantis cocoons 
and some ladybugs. Mrs. Miller’s 
elementary class also raised some 
butterflies. Ging is planning to 
release the insects into the school 
courtyard.

Last year the school got a 
chicken coop for the courtyard, they 
grew a garden, and some pumpkins. 
Now, she is releasing bugs and 
insects as natural pest killers. Ging 
is also hoping that she can get some 
interest out of  the students as well.

“There is something called 
integrative pest management with 
schools, which says that schools 
cannot use chemicals to control the 
pests, so I am trying to find as many 

natural pest controllers there are,” 
Ging said.

Integrative Pest Management 

(IPM) is a broad-based approach 
that integrates practices for 
economic control of  pests. IPM 
aims to suppress pest populations 
below the economic injury level. 
IPM aims to use less chemicals than 
needed. The school also doesn’t use 
dangerous chemicals around the 
school, for safety reasons. Therefore, 
Ging is using insects and bugs to kill 
pests in the courtyard rather than 
possibly dangerous chemicals. It is 
safe for the school, and fun for the 
students.

“It is really fun to see bugs and 
insects be released into nature, and 
be free,” Riley Henley, sixth grader 
said.

This activity is both safe for the 
students of  the school, and students 
think it is fun to release the insects 
and bugs out into nature.

Painted Lady butterflies from Mrs. 
Millers’ classroom are being released into 
the school courtyard. 
Photo by CharleS brenCkle

CharleS brenCkle
Grade 7

SportS Editor

The entire Bulldog Barker staff  celebrated Denkovich’s award on the morning of  Friday, 
April 9 with a donut party in the library. 
Photo by MiSS heiMan

Aspiring Young Journalist (froM PaGe 4)
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5th/6th grade accelerating into first aid

CPR and first aid are two vital 
tools that save lives, though only 
2.5% of  bystanders intervene when 
they are a witness to an emergency. 
Due to this fact, Mrs. Smithmyer, 
the middle school health and gym 
teacher, began educating her fifth 
and sixth grade classes on these 
skills. 

Cardiopulmonary resuscitation, 

or CPR, is an emergency procedure 
that comes into effect when an 
individual’s heart stops beating. 
To do this correctly, perform 30 
chest compressions and two rescue 
breaths. Perform the compressions 
to the beat of  “Staying Alive” by the 
Bee Gees. 

“I think the biggest mistake 
(when performing CPR) is that they 
do not even want to start,” states 
Smithmyer, “but people also do not 
keep their arms locked. They get 
tired fast because they assert a lot 

of  energy when giving CPR, and 
you have to do it for about 15 to 20 
minutes before EMS arrives.” 

Smithmyer adds, “you want 
to be up over your victim. Your 
hands should be over each other, 
interlocked, and the heel of  the 
hand should be in the center of  their 
chest. Arms should be locked and 
straight so you can perform deep 
compressions.”  

Although Smithmyer, and 

Calla reynoldS
Grade 7

WEbSitE Editor

Clibbens’ class looms hats in free time

Mrs. Clibbens’s fourth grade 
class has been making hats and 
scarves on looms during their free 
time. They work in their classroom 
during morning time and recess and 
also if  students finish their work 
early. They loom hats and scarves 
using lots of  different colors of  
yarn.  

By using a loom frame the 
students can make hats and scarves. 
Clibbens’s class works on theses 
because they have a lot of  free time. 
They can use any type or color of  
yarn they want. It takes a while to 
create a finished loom, around 4 
hours!

There are a bunch of  things 
they  can detail to their hat and 
scarves. One of  the things you can 
do to make it detailed and unique 
is its color. You can make it any 

color string you want! Most people 
would prefer red or pink yarn. Other 
people like teal, maroon, or blue. 

“I have this pink yarn that 
changes colors,  and whenever you 
are done with the loom it changes 
into a whole bunch of  different 
colors and looks really nice!” Juda 
Kmieciak, fourth grader, said. 

Ms. Ging, sixth grade science 

and math teacher, and Clibbens 
wrote a grant to the Freedom Area 
Educational Foundation to fund the 
project. The money supplied loom 
frames, yarn, and hooks.

 “It has been nice during 
COVID since we can’t really see 
each other to be able to work at our 
desks and do something different!” 
Clibbens said. 

olivia vandeCar 
Grade 6
WritEr

Fourth graders (from left to right) Chloe Hillard, Sophia Bruce, and Avary Cooper work 
on their hats and scarves during their free time. 
Photo by olivia vandeCar

Continued on PaGe 5
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Make your heart sing in Chorus!

Mrs. Jennifer Newman’s Chorus 
class is making harmony in the 
classroom! People in Newman’s 
Chorus class are happy to sing 
together. When you sing a song,  
it makes you feel less stressed. 
Newman is encouraging you to 
join the class and help make some 
harmony. 

“It means so much to me to 
be able to share my love for music 
and singing with my students every 
day! I feel very blessed to be able to 
provide students with a place where 
they can come and be encouraged 
and to come and feel comfortable 
singing together with other people 
who love it as much as they do. 
Students who sing with us in chorus  
know and appreciate the amazing 
healing power of  music. After the 
challenging year we all had, it is such 
a gift to be able to find a positive 
way to express our feelings through 
music and singing,” Newman said. 

We are all looking for new 
members in chorus. You do not have 
to try out, just see Mrs. Newman 
if  you are interested or send her an 
email to 

“What I like about Chorus is 
that I can sing and it makes me feel 
great. I feel good when I sing with 
other people. My favorite music is 
country,” Lucas Bradel , sixth grader, 
said. 

 If  you do not go to chorus 
and you love to sing, you can always 
come down to sing with us, even if  

you are virtual. When you are in Mrs. 
Newman’s class, people are always 
excited to see each other. You can 
always bring a friend to chorus with 
you to join. 

“I like chorus because I like to 
be me and sing a lot and it makes me 
feel happy and comfortable,” Sophia 
Figas, fifth grader, said.  

The fifth grade chorus and the 
sixth grade chorus joined together 
and are going to hopefully be 
performing a concert for the third 
and fourth graders to see if  they 
are interested in joining the chorus 
when they go to middle school.

“I think chorus is fun. It makes 
me feel happy and I can sing how I 
want with different people. I think 
it sounds interesting to sing with 
other people and it makes me feel 
confident,” Isabella Evans, eighth 
grader, said.

“I like chorus because we can 
sing with other people and it relieves 
my stress. It helps me boost my 

confidence,” Abby Hunter, seventh 
grader, said.

We are all happy when we are 
singing. 

olivia MaSon
Grade 5
WritEr

Mrs. Newman’s 7th and 8th graders singing a song during chorus in the music room.
Photo by olivia MaSon

formally Mr. Matsook, were only 
teaching seventh and eighth grade 
CPR, she wanted to make a change 
this school year since she had the 
opportunity. She wants all her 
students to have the ability to make a 
difference in an emergency and have 
the skills to do so. 

First aid
Continued froM PaGe 4
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Autism is a lifelong neurological 
condition that develops during 
early childhood. The reasons that 
it is a spectrum refers to a range of  
characteristics. Appropriate support 
and  accommodations are needed to 
allow people with autism to accept 
this neurological variation and to be 
given equal opportunity, with full 
and effective participation in society. 

Autism, or autism spectrum 
disorder (ASD),  is not one 
condition but many that are 
characterized by challenges 
with social skills, repetitive 
behaviors, speech and nonverbal 
communication. There is not one 
standard autism but many different 
kinds and types depending on the 
challenges it gives you, which are 
influenced by many genetic and 
environmental factors. The severity 
of  ASD can differ and change from 
poor social interaction, lack of  
eye contact, compulsive behavior, 
impulsivity, repetitive movements, 

self-harm, or persistent repetition of  
words or actions, to being very mild 
where it is not diagnosed until 
adulthood, or where it 
is not diagnosed at 
all. 

Autism is mainly 
characterized by its unique social 
interactions and different ways of  
learning. People with autism tend 
to have major interests in specific 
subjects, inclination to routines, 

challenges in communication and 
social interaction and particular ways 
of  processing sensory information. 

Sensory 
information is data 

that the brain collects 
from the senses about 
the world around you, 
and being able to 

process 
it. Some 
examples 
are 

smelling 
something 

and being able 
to tell what it is, 
like bread in the 
oven or the taste 
of  an apple.

  According to 
Autism Speaks, an organization that 
is dedicated to making the world a 
kinder place for people with autism, 
one in 54 children in the United 
States have ASD, with it being three 
times more likely to occur in boys 
according to the National Library 

Falling on the spectrum
Insight into Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and 
how it affects students every day

ChriStoPher denkoviCh 
Grade 8

Editor-in-ChiEf
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of  Medicine. World Autism Day was 
established as an official day by the 
United Nations General Assembly 
on Nov. 1, 2007.   

“The purpose of  Autism 
Awareness Month is to increase 
understanding and acceptance of  
people with autism around the 
world.  It is also a catalyst for life-
enhancing research breakthroughs, 
increasing early childhood screening, 
and improving the transition from 
childhood to adulthood,” according 
to Autism Speaks. 

One of  the hardest parts about 
being a student with autism is 
trying to fit in, according to two 
students here at Freedom Area 
Middle School, Devin Barnhart and 
Gabriel Davis, both eighth graders. 
One of  the biggest challenges that 
Devin Barnhart faces on a daily 
basis is trying to “act normal and 
not freak out, it’s hard trying not to 
be myself  to fit in”.  

Gabe Davis gave some words of  
advice for any students without ASD 
to try and help social interactions 
with ASD students. 

 “Just be kind, they live in 
the same world as you, and as a 
reminder for everybody, you don’t 
have to listen to what other people 
say, and you can’t let other people 
count you out every single day,” 
Davis said. Both students also gave 
very high remarks for Freedom’s 

special education classes for extra 
support.

 “Being here at Freedom makes 
me better every single 
day,” Davis said.

Every grade 
has their own support teacher; 
since the middle school has four 
different grades, we have four 
different support teachers, Mrs. 
Glover in fifth grade, Ms. Wyatt in 
sixth grade, Mrs. Miller in seventh 
grade, and Mrs. Timko in eighth 
grade. Learning support teachers 
are teachers who go into classes and 
help any students who need a little 
bit of  extra help. Support teachers 
also go into classes and help the 
teachers in each class by splitting up 
the class and going into groups for 

a more personalized learning instead 
of  one teacher and 20+ kids. 

The most rewarding thing 
about helping students is “Building 
relationships with each and every 
student that I have,” said Mrs. 
Marrisa Timko,  eighth grade 
learning support teacher said.

Timko also stated 
that teaching students 

with ASD is just like 
teaching every other student 

that she has, “They have their 
own strengths and their own 

weaknesses, just 
like everybody 
else.”  

Whether 
students that you 

know or meet have ASD or 
not, students should always 
remember to be kind to each           
other. Everybody faces their 
own unique set of  challenges 

every day regardless of  if  they are 
neurotypical, if  they have ASD, or 
if  they have a different color of  
skin. No matter what, always choose 
kindness.

Student names, images, and interviews used 
with parent and student permission.
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The Easter Story 
elizabeth Mooney 

Grade 6 
WritEr

Features

Do you know what Earth Day 
is? Earth Day is a very important 
holiday and the day when we 
celebrate the planet we live on… 
Earth. Some people might wonder 
when Earth Day is. This year, it is 
on Thursday, April 22. Actually, if  
you help the earth by recycling and 
throwing away trash, Earth Day can 
be any day just as long as we help 
the earth. On this day, we try to 
clean up the earth. Some people go 
into their backyards and clean trash 
up, while others plant trees. Many 
parents and students do different 
things to celebrate. 

“I bought a Brita filter for my 

house so I don’t have to use bottled 
water,” Mrs. Nicely, fifth grade 
teacher said. She also said, “ I also 
use the smallest cycle of  water while 
doing laundry to conserve water.” 
Those are two ways that Mrs. Nicely 
helps the earth. 

Do you wonder how Earth Day 
started? Earth day started in spring, 
1970 when a man by the name of  
Senator Gaylord Nelson wanted 
to create Earth Day because there 
was no EPA or  Environmental 
Protective Agency. People from all 
over the world celebrate it now. 

“I recycle every day and make 
sure I donate or recycle before I 
throw things away,” Mrs. Perry, 5th 
grade teacher, said. “I also make my 
family recycle.”

Boy Scout Troop 444 and 
Pack 444 are doing something to 
celebrate also. They went to Scout 
Island which is in Green Valley Park 
and planted two trees. It is very 
important that we save the planet.

CooPer brien
Grade 5
WritEr

Earth Day: how it started

Scouts planted two trees at Green Valley 
Park on Earth Day. 
Photo by CooPer brien

artwork by elizabeth Mooney

The rabbit family was getting 
ready for Easter. Mother rabbit 
was in the garden picking sprigs of  
lavender to decorate the burrow, 
while Brother rabbit gathered eggs  
from the chicken coop, so the whole 
family could partake in painting 
them later that day. Father rabbit 
was in the sitting room cleaning and 
Sister rabbit was teaching baby birds 

how to sing. 
“One two three!” she sang along.  
Now Brother rabbit, as it turned 

out, quite enjoyed Easter, as it was 
his favorite holiday. Every year he 
would partake in the Easter cooking, 
and the hiding of  chocolate eggs for 
his family to find. And every year 
his family would say the same thing: 
“Well, aren’t you an Easter bunny!” 
It was very true. He quite enjoyed 
his Easter tasks, and he loved giving, 
so it was perfect. But this Easter 
wasn’t...

find out what haPPenS next! 
viSit our webSiite, 

www.bulldoGbarker.com!
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What exactly is Arbor Day?

Not a lot of  people know 
about Arbor Day, though it is very 
important to recognise. Arbor Day 
is for celebrating plants, planting and 
preserving trees. You may wonder 
how Arbor Day came to be. On 
Jan. 4, 1872, Morton Arboretum 
proposed a tree planting holiday 
to be called “Arbor Day.” The set 
celebration date was on April 10.

That day, the first Arbor Day 
ever, it is estimated that about one 
million trees were planted. Arbor 
also literally translates to “tree”. 
That means that Arbor Day really 
means “Tree Day”.

It is very important to help 
celebrate Arbor Day because as 
you may know, we get our oxygen 
from trees and overall trees help our 
environment so much. You don’t 
only have to plant trees for Arbor 
Day you can also plant other plants 
like flowers, fruits and even grass! 
Although Arbor Day is meant for 
planting trees, you should help plant 
anything all year.  

If  you are interested in planting 
a tree, The National Wildlife 
Federation is providing subsidized 
native tree seedlings to whoever 
would like to plant one. It would 
help even more to tell other people 
about Arbor Day so that even more 
trees can be planted.  

Happy Arbor Day!

oriGinal artwork 
by Caroline bender

Caroline bender
Grade 5
WritEr

What holidays are in April?  You 
are probably thinking Easter, but 
there is another one: April Fool’s 
Day!  April Fool’s Day occurs every 
year on April 1, but why do we 
celebrate this “forgotten holiday?”

 Historians think April Fool’s 
Day dated back to 1582.  France was 
switching from the Julain Calendar 
to the  Gregorian Calendar.  Some 
people got the news late and still 
celebrated the new year on April 1, 
when really, it was supposed to be 
celebrated on January 1 because of  
the calendar switch.

April Fool’s Day is about playing 

pranks and tricking people, so here 
are some:

Toothpaste Oreos,  replace the 
cream with white toothpaste.

Put tape on someone’s computer 
mouse.

Make a fake call.  Ring one of  
your family members then hang up. 

 “I’m not into prank stuff.  
We don’t really celebrate it, but 
sometimes we do do stuff  with 
family.  I like it [April Fool’s Day] 
because it’s a fun day.” says Hannah 
Welsh, 6 grade. 

 This “holiday” is dedicated 
to pranks and fun, enjoy the day 
while it lasts!

April Fool’s Day: the forgotten holiday

This is one of  many pranks that will leave 
people saying, ‘Why isn’t this working?!’.
Photo by audrey Mooney

audrey Mooney 
Grade 6
WritEr
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Baseball is America’s National 
sport, and almost every school 
has a team for it. Baseball started 
in America on June 19, 1846. A 
popular tradition sprouted from 
this, and is here to this day. Whether 
you watch baseball games at home, 
or prefer going out, the majority of  
Americans play or watch baseball. 
The saying, “Three strikes, you’re 
out!”, is from baseball, and used 
commonly through day to day life. 
Freedom Middle School has a junior 
high baseball team too, and although 
COVID-19 affected the year, but 
they’re still going strong!

Since junior high baseball has 
been going not so well, and there 
has been a decent team throughout. 
There were fewer eighth graders 
than seventh graders this year, 
which may have affected the score. 
The coach this year is Chad Hein. 

Although baseball has been going 
rough this year, there is hope for 
the next! The current record is 0-3, 
losing three games. 

“If  I’m being honest, we haven’t 
been doing that bad. We’ve just been 
facing some good teams,” Colton 
Blank said. Blank also comments 
on how they have been doing good 
in fielding and batting. “Although 
we still make a few mistakes, it’s 
not much.” Blank said. Blank plays 

as a shortstop. He also talks about 
although there is not going to be 
a championship this year due to 
COVID-19, he’s still excited for the 
rest of  the year.

“The biggest difference this year 
is that practice is harder,” Garrett 
Drutarosky said. Drutarosky plays 
center field and pitcher.

Entering the season with rough start
helena buli 

Grade 7
Managing Editor

Freedom Junior High Baseball team plays against Montour School District.
Photo by henena buli

Scan the QR code to buy your 
2020-21 yearbook today!

Don’t wait! 
Extras will not be ordered. 
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Track and field: small team, lots of fun!

Track and Field has a smaller 
team than it has had in the past. 
There are only eight people on the 
Track and Field team for the middle 
school. That doesn’t seem like a lot, 
and it’s not. Our Track and Field 
team may be small, but it’s doing 
very well despite the number of  
athletes on the team.

The Track and Field team 
has not had very many meets this 
season. They have had one meet 
already at Avonworth on Thursday, 
April 15. They will hopefully have 
two more. One at Riverside and the 
other at Carlington. Most meets have 
not been scheduled or have just been 
canceled, due to the coronavirus 
pandemic. The team has done very 
well at all of  the meets that they 
participated in so far.

The coaches for the track and 
field team are Mr. Tom Hickey, 
Mr. Jim Gregg, Ms. Debrah Evans, 
Mr. Chris Bennett, and Mr. Dave 
Badamo. 

This year’s track and field team 
did not have many athletes on it. Mr. 
Ryan Smith is working with John 
Rosa, athletic director,  to recruit 
more students for the track and 
field team for the future seasons. 
Fifth and sixth grade joining would 
be super cool, however, due to 
requirements, it would be very 
difficult to make that happen.

Track and Field is not just about 
running and sprinting, as some may 
think. It has long jump, short jump, 

and triple jump. Long jump where 
you run as fast as you can and jump 
into a rectangular pit filled with 
sand, and short jump where you 
run and jump over a bar with your 
back facing towards it. Triple jump 
is where you jump into the same 
or possibly different pit, depending 
on which school, and where 
competitors attempt to jump as far 
as possible by performing a hop, 
a step, and a jump from a running 
start. 

If  you don’t want to sprint, but 
still want to be on the track and field 
team, there are other events that you 
can do. For example, there is shot 
put. Shot put is where you throw a 
ball, and it is six pounds for girls and 
eight pounds for boys. There is also 
javelin. Javelin is where you throw 
a spear with a lot of  force and try 
to throw it as far as you can. The 

other thing that you can do is discus, 
discus is an event where you throw a 
4.4-pound disc and attempt to throw 
it as far as you can.

Then there is always running and 
sprinting. In middle school, you can 
only do the 1600 m., which is the 
one mile, but in high school, you can 
do both the 1600 m and the 3200 m, 
which is two miles. There are also 
the relays, where you have a group 
of  runners and you each run a lap. 
Then there are always the sprints. 
You have the 100m, the 200m, and 
the 400m. If  you just want a middle 
distance you can always do the 
1500m and the 800m. Then there 
are also the hurdles.

hannah Shaffer
Grade 7

WEbSitE Editor

Taking the school van to the first track and field meet at Avonworth on April 15.
Photo by hannah Shaffer
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Spring Spirit Week was 
held from Monday, April 19 to 
Friday, April 24 in the middle 
school.  Ms. Sara Heiman 
has been helping Pep Club with 
Spirit Week since 2016 when she 
became the Pep Club sponsor. 
The Pep Club has also had 
Christmas Spirit Week, Decades 
Week and in April, Spring Spirit 
Week.

 “It is fun to be able to break 
up the monotony of  a regular 
school week. Each year the days 
are a little different but I try to 

make sure the themes are broad 
enough that all students feel like 
they can participate,” Heiman 
stated. 

Monday was PJ day, Tuesday 
was Team day, Wednesday is 
Camo/Sparkle day, Thursday is 
Group day, and Friday is Red and 
White day.

We just thought that it would 
be something fun to look forward 
to now that most of  the kids are 
back,” Heiman stated. “We usually 
do one for homecoming in the 
fall. It just all depends on what is 
happening that year. The students 
in Pep Club decided the themes.”

niCholaS MetzGer
Grade 6
WritEr

Freedom Voices
Show some spirit, 
it’s Spirit Week!

Seventh and eighth graders lined up outside the library on Thursday waiting for 
their picture to be taken on Group Day for Spirit Week. 
Photo by niCholaS MetzGer


